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STOCK DISTRIBUTIONS

If you purchased company stock through 

a 401(k) or other employer plan or if your

employer contributed stock to your account, 

you may want to take the stock as a lump-

sum distribution instead of rolling it into an 

IRA along with other plan assets. 

You’ll owe income tax on your cost 

basis, or the value of the stock when it was 

added to your account. But no tax is due on

any increase in value until you sell. Then any 

profit is taxed at your long-term capital gains 

rate. That’s lower than the rate you’d pay if you

sold the shares within an IRA and withdrew

the proceeds. In addition, if you’re planning to 

leave assets to your heirs, there may be some

advantage to your owning the stock outright 

rather than in an IRA.
But whether this approach is the best  

for you depends on several complex factors. 

It’s essential to get professional advice.

HOW LUMP SUM PAYOUTS WORK

Some but not all employer plans permit lump-

sum distributions. If you can take a lump sum

distribution from a defined benefit plan,

your employer figures out how much

you would get if the plan paid you an 

annuity over your projected 

lifespan, and then cal culates

how much the pension 
fund could have earned on

that amount during the 

years of your payout. Your 

lump sum share is what you 

would have been entitled to,

reduced by a factor of the 

projected earnings known  

as the discount rate. 
If interest rates are 

high, your lump sum will be less than 

in a period of low interest as a result of

the way the calculation is done. If your 

retirement date is flexible, you may

want to wait if you think rates are going 

down. Once you have the lump sum, the

responsibility for investing it to make it 

last through your retirement is yours.

In contrast, if you take a lump sum 

payout from your defined contribution

plan, the assets in the plan are sold 

and the cash, minus transaction costs,  

is yours. The amount that has been 

invested and the return those invest-

ments have provided determine the 

value of your account.
The current state of the investment 

markets matters here as well. In a flat  

or falling market, your payout will be 

less than in a growth phase. 

IT’S YOURS—NOW

You can take a lump sum distribution

in cash—or perhaps more precisely by 

check. Or you can roll over the money

into a rollover IRA. With a rollover, you

preserve the tax-exempt status of your

account. But if you take the cash, tax on 

the entire amount will be due for the year

you took the money, plus a potential 10% 

tax penalty if you’re younger than 591⁄2.

Taking a lump-sum distribution from your employer’s pension or

retirement savings plan may be a smart decision—or just the oppo-

site. On the plus side, you have more control over the way you invest 

your assets and more flexibility in the way you take income. But you

take on added responsibility for making wise investment decisions 

and face the potential risk of spending too much too quickly.

MOVING TO AN IRA ROLLOVER

You can move the money from your

retirement account to an IRA in two ways:

•  You can get a check for the money, in

a lump sum payout, and deposit the 

full amount in the IRA within 60 days

•  You can have the money transferred 

directly to the custodian of your  

new IRA

The advantage of taking the cash is

that you can use the money for 60 days

before the rollover deadline. That flex-

ibility can be outweighed by the fact that

your employer must withhold 20% of

the amount for federal income tax before 

writing you a check, to cover what you’ll 

owe if you don’t complete the rollover. 

That means you have to come up with 

money from other sources so you

can put the full amount in your

IRA. Any amounts you 
don’t deposit within the
time limit are considered 

withdrawals and are taxed 

at your regular rate. If 
you’re younger than 591⁄2, 

you may also owe a 10%
tax penalty in addition. 
The exception is if you’re 

over 55 and have stopped

working. Then the penalty

may be waived.

When the money is transferred 

directly, nothing is withheld, and you 

don’t have to worry about missing the 

60-day deadline. That makes it the 

method of choice for many people.  

It can also reduce any temptation to

spend the money.

COMPARING EARNINGS

Unless you plan to spend the bulk of your

retirement payout right away—a decision

you’ll want to weigh carefully unless

you have other sources of retirement

income—you have the opportunity to

roll over the account value into either a 

traditional or Roth IRA. If you choose the

traditional account, no tax is due on the

amount you move. You can either make

the transfer into an existing IRA or open

one or more new ones, either to make 

different types of investments or to name

different beneficiaries for each account.

Or, if you prefer, you can pay the 

income tax that’s due and convert the bal-

ance to a Roth IRA. There is no income 

cap limiting who is eligible to covert plan

assets to a rollover Roth IRA, as there is 

limiting contributions to a Roth IRA.

Or, if you’ve participated in a Roth 

401(k) or 403(b), you can simply roll 

over those assets to a Roth IRA. A big 

difference between remaining in the

Roth 401(k) or 403(b) and rolling over 

is that distributions are required from an 

employer plan even though the distribu-

tions aren’t taxed if your account has been

open five years and you’re at least 59½. 

That’s not the case when you convert. No 

withdrawals are required in your lifetime. 

INVESTING A LUMP SUM

One challenge in investing a lump sum 

payment is how to put your assets to work

without feeling that you’re rushing or

making snap decisions. It is true that the

sooner you invest, the more potential your

principal has to grow. But that advantage

can disappear if you haven’t developed a 

strategy for building a diversified portfolio 

and selecting appropriate investments.

One approach, if you aren’t planning

to begin taking income from the invest-

ment in the next few years, is to purchase

stocks and bonds, either directly or

through exchange traded funds (ETFs),

mutual funds, managed accounts, or

other investments for a combination of

current income and long-term growth.

If some investments grow in value,

you can gradually sell them and reinvest

for income or capital preservation. You’ll 

owe tax on any profit at your long-term

capital gains rate, which is lower than the 

rate on income from a tax-deferred plan.

These investments might include tax-

exempt municipal bonds, short- and inter-

mediate-term Treasury issues, highly rated 

corporate bonds or bond funds, and pub-

licly traded REITs or limited partnerships. 

Your choices depend on your appetite for 

risk and your financial situation.

Cash or IRA?
You can end your ties to your employer’s plan 

by taking your money out.
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As you transition from 
work to retirement, you may 

want to rethink your approach to 
asset allocation, or the percentages of 

your investment portfolio you assign to 
different asset classes. Since your taxable and 

tax-deferred investments are held in different 
accounts, you may—like many people—have been 

allocating them separately, rather than as components 
of a single portfolio.
  That may work fine. But rather than owning several assets 

classes in each type of account to help manage risk, you may want  
to concentrate certain types of investments in your taxable accounts  
and other types in your tax-deferred or tax-free Roth accounts. So,  
for example, instead of owning equity, debt, and some alternative 
investments in both retirement and nonretirement accounts, you may 

want to emphasize equities in one and bonds and cash in another.
Among the factors you’ll want to consider in making these 

choices are how any earnings will be taxed, whether 
withdrawals are required, and the rates at which 

assets have the potential to grow.

EMERGENCY FUNDS
You’re probably familiar with the  
value of having savings that could  
cover six months or so of expenses  
in an emergency. But the role of an 
emergency fund takes on a different 
dimension in retirement. 

When you tapped your emergency 
fund while you were working, you 
expected to be well enough to return 
to your job or have minimal delay in 
finding a new one. But when much 
of your retirement income depends 
on investment returns, as it does if 
it comes from a 401(k) or similar 
account and personal investments, 
a repeat of the 2008 freefall in the 
financial markets could mean a 
significant shortfall.

To provide the protection you 
need, a retirement emergency 
fund should hold two years 
worth of living expenses, and 
perhaps more, in a combina-
tion of liquid accounts that 
are essentially free of market 
risk, such as certificates 

of deposit (CDs) and 
Treasury bills and 

short-term notes.

MAKING 
INVESTMENTS
As you invest, stocks and stock 
funds may still dominate your 
portfolio, especially if you have 
a fixed-income pension. You 
may gravitate toward dividend-
paying stocks and the funds that 
invest in them, preferred stock, 
and perhaps a small percentage 
in income-focused investments 
including REITs and certain 
limited partnerships—provided you 
are comfortable committing capital 
to an essentially illiquid investment 
for a period of time.

Investment income differs from 
fixed-income pension income in at 
least one important way: its potential 
to outpace the rate of inflation over an 
extended period. Even pensions with 
cost of living adjustments (COLAs) 
rarely increase enough to maintain buy-
ing power. But if your investment rate 
of return is sufficiently greater than 
the rate of inflation plus the rate 
at which you withdraw from 
your accounts, your assets 
can continue to grow in 
value at the same time 
they are providing  
a source of 
income.

Retirement generally has surprises—some 
welcome and others you could do without. 
The least welcome are often the financial 
setbacks that interfere with your plans or 
your peace of mind. And while there is  
no way you can prevent an economic 
downturn or a spurt of inflation, 
there are things you can do  
now that may help insulate 
you from their most  
serious consequences.

The first step is 
analyzing the sources 
of retirement income 
you can anticipate, 
how much you can 
expect these sources 
to provide, and the 
changes—if any— 
you should consider  
making in the way  
you’re investing  
and managing  
your money.

US workers count on six major sources  
of retirement income: Social Security, an  
employer sponsored retirement savings  
plan, continued employment, individual  
retirement accounts (IRAs), other personal  
savings, and traditional pension plans.

Source: Employee  
Benefit Research  
Institute (EBRI), 2016

Managing Retirement Income
You can’t guarantee that retirement will be smooth sailing, 
but you can be prepared to weather the challenges.
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You may need more income early in 
your retirement than you will later on. 
And you may be more comfortable 
spending money on travel, for example, 
if you’ve deliberately created a stream of 
income designed to pay for it.

To be sure you have the money you 
want when you want it, you might ask 
your annuity provider about personalized  
payout plans or innovative programs for 
allocating your income. One strategy 
is to split your variable annuity payout 
into two streams, one to be paid out 
over your and your spouse’s lifetimes 
and the other to be paid over five or ten 

years. For example, suppose you had a 
$300,000 annuity and allocated 75% 
($225,000) to life income and 25% 
($75,000) to a ten-year payout.

The amount you received during  
the shorter payout—perhaps $7,500  
or more annually—could be used 
toward extended travel or other things 
you’ve wanted to do. And since you’d 
planned the income specifically for that 
purpose, you could spend it with a clear 
conscience. At the same time, you’d be 
guaranteed income for life, based on  
the balance of the contract value and  
the insurer’s ability to pay.

CREATING A REVENUE STREAM
If you decide that the promise of income 
for life and the advantages of a regular 
return of nontaxable premiums as part 
of each income payment make sense 
for you, it’s time for the next round of 
choices. The order in which you deal 
with them may vary, but these are the 
things you have to consider:

•  Is the growth potential of variable
income more important to your long-
term plan than the predictability of
stable fixed income?

•  Would you prefer to have some vari-
able income and some fixed income?

•  If you choose variable income, which
benchmark rate of return should
you select, provided your annuity
company provides a choice of rates?

Making the leap from deciding to  
take retirement income to putting  
that decision into action can be nerve-
wracking. That’s because the choices  
you make can mean a major difference 
in the way you live—sometimes for 30 
years or more. And putting off decisions 
often seems easier than making them. 

Realistically, though, you improve 
your chances of achieving the best 
results when you determine the income 
you’ll need, weigh various ways it can  
be provided, and select the one that 
seems likely to best meet your needs.

WHAT THE ISSUES ARE
To make a strategic decision about the 
method you select to take income from 
your deferred or immediate annuity, it’s 
smart to begin by analyzing what portion 
of your overall retirement income the 
annuity will provide. That makes it easier 
to determine:
•  Your plans for the annuity income
•  The right time to start getting

that income
•  The tax consequences of various ways

of receiving the income
•  How long you want the income to last

FIVE YEAR PLANS
Since there’s no way to be sure how long you’ll  
live and need income, one approach is to make 
plans for five-year segments. That’s long enough 
to see the effect of taking income from various 
sources during changing economic cycles. But it’s 
short enough to catch potential problems and 
make adjustments in your spending style. This 

approach works well if you 
have the security of lifetime 
income for your basic needs.

PLANS FOR THE MONEY
The way you plan to use the money  
is often the key factor in choosing a  
payout method. So you should be  
aware of the advantages and drawbacks 
of your alternatives.

If you plan to make a large, one-time 
investment in the short term, you may 
decide that taking a full or partial lump 
sum withdrawal is preferable to choosing 
a life payout. You’ll want to check your 
contract to see if there’s a penalty or an 
extra fee if you choose not to convert the 
account value to a stream of income. 

If you expect to use the extra income 
to supplement your budget or cover 
extraordinary expenses before you retire, 
periodic or systematic withdrawals may 
be the method you prefer. Systematic 
withdrawals let you receive income from 
the accumulated value of your contract 
on a regular schedule. You can adjust the 
amount or timing of the payments by 
notifying the company. Any earnings on 
amounts that remain in your account 
continue to accumulate tax deferred. But 
the income may not last for your lifetime.

Or, you can annuitize and convert  
your account value to a stream of income.

SETTING THE TIME
There are some timing restrictions on 
withdrawing from a deferred annuity. 
Usually there’s a 10% penalty if you 
take income before you turn 59½.

If your deferred annuity is part  
of a qualified plan or an IRA, you  
generally have to start by the time 
you reach 70½. With nonqualified 
annuities, you’ve usually got another 
fifteen years or more before you must 
make a decision.

You can make an argument for  
postponing taking income until the 
last minute, especially if you seem to 
be managing without it. Then, when 
you do start, the amount you receive 
will be larger. For example, in some  
circumstances a person who begins  
taking income at 85 might receive  
almost twice the amount in the initial  
payment as someone who began at 62.

But there are often reasons for  
timing annuity payouts to begin when 
you retire, or even somewhat earlier. 
Annuities are designed to provide income 
for you, not to be left to your heirs—
who may end up paying more in taxes 
than you would on the same income.

THE TAX CONSEQUENCES
You pay income tax at your regular rate 
on the taxable portion of your annuity  
income—on earnings only from a 
nonqualified annuity and on the entire 
amount from a qualified annuity or 
tax-deductible IRA. That’s true even on 
the earnings that may have come from 
dividends paid on investments in your 
investment funds or from capital gains 
from selling those investments. 

If you annuitize a nonqualified con-
tract, part of each payment is a tax-free 
return of principal until your total pre-
mium has been repaid. But if you take 
a partial lump-sum payout or arrange 
for systematic payments, the tax law 
assumes that you withdraw all of your 
earnings first and tap the principal only 
after you’ve used up the earnings. What 
this means is that you will pay more 
in taxes in the early years with these 
methods than if you had annuitized.

Pick the Right Time Know the Tax 
Penalties

Make a Plan

Income Strategies
You need a plan to insure your income meets your needs.
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If retirement income and Social Security 
benefits seem like two ways of saying the 
same thing, there’s good reason. More than 
90% of US households with someone 65 or 
older are part of the Social Security system. 

In fact, calculating how much income 
you’ll need to maintain your lifestyle and 
subtracting the Social Security benefit  
you expect from that amount are steps  
one and two in determining how much 
other income you’ll have to generate in  
the first year you’re retired. 

WHAT COUNTS
The formula the Social Security Administ- 
ration (SSA) uses to calculate your  
primary insurance amount (PIA)—the 
base on which your benefit is figured—is 
designed to give you credit for a lifetime 
of earnings. That’s unlike most pensions, 
which are based on the amount you were 
earning at the end of your career. 

Here’s how it works: 
•  Your lifetime earnings to age 60 are

adjusted for inflation, so they are
counted at their current value. Earnings
after 60 are included at face value.

•  Your total earnings for the 35 years
you earned the most are divided by
420—the number of months in 35
years—to find your average indexed
monthly earnings (AIME). The benefit
is based on 35 years even if you weren’t
working, and so not contributing
to the system, for
some of those years.

•  Your permanent base 
benefit is figured using 
a multi-step formula 
that applies three  
different percentages  
to different brackets,  
or bend points, of 
income that are adjusted 
annually. The base 
benefit is known as 
your primary insurance 
amount (PIA). 

WHEN TO APPLY
You must apply for your Social Security 
benefits in person, over the phone, or 
online at www.ssa.gov. They don’t just 
begin. Applying online is easy, and you 
usually don’t need to provide documen-
tation to prove your eligibility, as you 
may if you apply in person. If you have 
questions, you can call 800-772-1213. 

You have lots of flexibility in choosing 
when you want the payments to begin, 
from as early as the month you turn 62. 
You’re eligible for your full PIA at 66 if 
you were born between 1943 and 1954. 
That’s known as your full retirement age 
(FRA). The FRA gradually increases in 
two-month increments if you were born 
between 1955 and 1959, and is 67 if you 
were born in 1960 or later.

The earlier you start, the smaller  
the percentage of your PIA that you’re 
eligible for. Conversely, you receive a 
credit of 8% each year you wait between 
your FRA and 70, based on the year you 
were born. No additional credits apply 
after you turn 70, so there’s no point in 
waiting longer to take benefits. 

If you need the income before your 
FRA, you don’t have to wait. But if 
you’re still working, you may want to 
delay at least until you reach your FRA.

One reason is that the income caps are 
low. The other is that all of your income 
is counted, even earnings on tax-exempt 
investments such as municipal bonds—
although not earnings in tax-deferred 
savings accounts. 
Filing Status Income Level

Single $25,000 $34,000

Married, living apart  $25,000 $34,000
with separate returns

Married $32,000 $44,000

Married, filing separately  any income

Amount of  
benefit taxed 50% 85%
THE INFLATION ISSUE
Unlike most pensions, Social Security  
benefits are adjusted for inflation in 
most years. As well as increasing the 
amount of earnings subject to with-
holding and the amount you have to 
earn to qualify for credits, the SSA also 
recalculates the amount you receive, 
using a percentage of your basic benefit 
amount. The new amount is never less 
than the year before, though the rate of 
increase varies to reflect changes in the 
cost of living and may not change in 
some years.

These cost of living adjustments,  
or COLAs, begin when you’re 62. If you 
wait until you reach full retirement age to 
start collecting, those COLAs are added 
to the base amount on which your bene-
fit is figured. The larger benefit payments 
you will receive can be an incentive to 
wait to apply for your benefits.

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT
The more you’ve earned and contributed 
to the Social Security system, the larger 
your benefit will be, up to the annual 
cap. If you’re interested in the difference 
that beginning to collect at different ages 
will make on the amount you’ll receive, 
you can calculate your benefit estimates 
by visiting the Social Security website at 
www.socialsecurity.gov/estimator/.

Although the dollar amount of your 
benefit reflects your average earnings, 
the percentage of earnings your benefit 
will replace goes down as your earned  
income goes up. That’s in keeping with 
Social Security’s mission of providing a 
basic level of financial support.

TAXES ON BENEFITS
You may have to pay tax on part of 
your Social Security benefit, reducing 
the amount you have available to cover 
expenses. This occurs when your total 
income for the year, including half your 
Social Security payment, is more than  
the one of two levels set by Congress 
for your filing status. If your income 
is more than the lower level, you owe 
tax on up to 50% of your benefit. If it’s 
more than the upper level, you owe tax 
on up to 85% of your benefit.

You may find yourself in this situa-
tion even if your income seems modest. 

   FICA FEEDER
You feed the  
Social Security  
machine every  
year you work

   INCOME 
ADJUSTING UNIT
Your annual income  
is adjusted for  
inflation so it can  
be counted at its  
current value

   BENEFIT BALANCER
Your basic benefit rate is 
permanent, though what 
you get may be more or 
less, depending on when 
you collect

   COLA COLLECTOR
Most years your benefit 
is increased to adjust  
for increases in the cost 
of living 

   BENEFIT BIN
Your benefit is based on 
your basic rate, adjusted 
for inflation, and the  
age at which you begin 
to collect

Social Security
Retirement security depends on knowing that income will 
arrive every month.
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A CORPORATE FIRST
Before the 1870s, retiring workers had to  
plan to live on their savings or depend on 
family. In 1875, American Express offered  
the first private pension plan in the US to 
employees over 60 who had been with the 
company for at least 20 years.

final salary, and the number of years you’ve 
worked for the organization. Income taxes 
are withheld from each check.

If you choose a lump sum, your 
employer calculates the amount you’ll 
receive and transfers the money to an 
account you designate. If it’s a cash 
account, income taxes are withheld, 
whether or not you plan to move the 
money into an IRA. If you roll over the 
amount directly to a tax-deferred IRA, 
income taxes are not due until you  
withdraw from that account.

DEFINED CONTRIBUTION PLANS
If you’re part of a defined contribution 
plan, such as a 401(k), 403(b), 457, or 
thrift savings plan (TSP), you have several 
choices for handling your plan assets. 

They always include (1) leaving your 
money in the plan, where you may be 
able to convert it to a pension annuity or 
take systematic withdrawals, (2) rolling 
over to an IRA, or (3) taking a lump sum.

Unlike a defined benefit pension, 
which pays your retirement income out 
of your employer’s pension fund, retire-
ment income from a defined contribution 
plan comes from assets held in your name. 
What you receive depends on how much 
was invested, how long it was invested, 
and how the investments performed. 
Generally the assets that have accumulated 

If you’ll have a pension or you’ve partici-
pated in a retirement savings plan where 
you work, and income from that source 
is a mainstay of your budget, the ideal 
solution is having your first retirement 
payment arrive the month after you 
receive your last paycheck. That requires 
making arrangements in advance.

On the other hand, you may not  
need the money right away. Then your 
goal is figuring out the best way to  
continue to take advantage of the  
potential for tax-deferred growth. Most 
plans offer a number of alternatives, and 
it’s smart to investigate what they are.

THE CRITICAL FACTORS
While you don’t have to decide until 
you’re actually ready to stop working, 
making the best choice is critical. The 
factors you have to consider are your  
age and health, what you want to  
provide for your family, and what  
other sources of income you’ll have. 

For example, if you’re in poor health 
and concerned about providing for your 
spouse, you might choose a joint and  
survivor pension annuity that will con-
tinue to pay while either of you is alive. 
On the other hand, if your spouse  
has a good  
pension from 
his or her 
employer 
or is seri-
ously ill, 
you might 
choose a 
single life 
annuity that 
will provide 
a larger 
amount for 
you each 
month than 
a joint annuity 
would. In many cases, this 
option requires your spouse’s  
written, notarized consent.

Or, if it’s your employer’s 
financial health you’re 
concerned about, you may 
decide to take your money 
out of the plan and  
invest it elsewhere. 

PENSION PLANS
When you retire from an organization 
that provides a traditional pension, you 
generally have two income choices: a pen-
sion annuity or a lump sum distribution. 

With an annuity, you receive income 
each month for the rest of your life or your 
life and the life of another person, usually 
but not necessarily your spouse. At the 
time you retire, your employer calculates 
the amount you’ll receive based on a  
number of factors including your age, your 

are sold at the time you choose 
an income option and the value 

becomes the principal that’s used to 
purchase an annuity contract, transferred 

to an IRA, or paid out as a lump sum.

A TIMING ISSUE
Before you can begin taking income or 
roll over your assets, your account has to 
be valued to determine what it is worth. 
Every plan values accounts on a regular 
schedule, but no plan does a separate  
valuation for account holders who want 
to move their money or begin distribu-
tions. In addition, a 401(k) or similar 
plan has the right to hold your money for 
up to 60 days after valuation. Not every 
plan does, but that could be the case.

SEEKING 
ADVICE
You’re likely to be more  
confident about making pension decisions  
if you work with an experienced professional  
who can answer your questions and help you 
analyze different routes to your goals. Since 
many of these choices are irrevocable, you’ll 
want to weigh the alternatives carefully.

Your employer may have specialists  
on staff who know the ins and outs of your  
plan and how other employees have handled 
the decisions you’re facing. You might ask  
your other professional advisers for a referral. 
But don’t feel you have to rush into working 
with someone. You’ll want to check their  
professional credentials and resolve to your  
own satisfaction that the advice you’re being 
given is both knowledgeable and impartial.

Employer Plans
When you’re mapping out the best route to collecting  
retirement income, there’ll be several forks in the road.
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NAMING BENEFICIARIES
At the time you’re making payout  
decisions, you may want to review the 
primary beneficiary you’ve named on 
your retirement account and perhaps 
choose a contingent beneficiary. That 
would ensure that the person you select 
would inherit the plan assets directly if 
you and your primary beneficiary were  
to die simultaneously. 

There’s no universal right answer about 
how to take your retirement plan payout. 
But when you have to make a decision, it 
helps to know the advantages—and the 
disadvantages—of your choices.

WHAT THE ISSUES ARE
The level of comfort you have with 
making investment decisions is a major 
consideration in deciding among the  
various payout alterna-
tives. If you’ve been 
investing successfully for 
years, the prospect of 
building a portfolio you 
control with a lump sum 
payout or an IRA rollover 
can be appealing—and  
realistic. Your challenge 
will be producing enough 
income during retirement.

But if you don’t want 
to worry about outliving 
your assets, you may opt 
for the relative security 
of an annuity. Knowing 
that the same amount is 
coming in on a regular 
basis makes budget-
ing—and occasionally 
splurging—a lot easier.

Another approach is 
to leave your account in 
your employer’s plan and 
take distributions on a 
schedule that works for 
you. You might opt for a 
regular monthly amount 
or withdraw periodically, 
provided you’re careful 
to take your full RMD 
by year’s end.

You’ll also want to 
weigh the amount you’ll 
owe in income tax. With 
a lump sum payout, you 
must pay the total that’s 
due at one time, which 
can substantially reduce 
the amount you have  
left to invest. With the 
other options, you owe 
federal income tax at 
your regular rate as you 
receive the money.

in the formula you use to calculate RMDs. 
But you’re responsible for determining the 
required amount and withdrawing it.

MEETING MINIMUMS
One thing to keep in mind  
in choosing a payout method 
is what will happen when  
you reach 70½ and must 
take required minimum 
distributions (RMDs). If 
you’ve left your assets in 
your employer’s plan or have 
selected a lifetime annuity, 
the plan administrator is respon-
sible for handling your income 
payments and ensuring that what  
you receive complies with RMD rules. 

If you select an IRA, your custodian 
will calculate the account value at the  
end of each year, which is a key element 

IN YOUR CORNER
Perhaps you’ve lost track of a pension you’re  

owed from a job you left before you were eligible to  
retire. Perhaps the employer offering your defined benefit  

pension has ended its plan. In either case, you can turn to the 
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (PBGC), a federal agency.  
If your plan ends, PBGC’s insurance program pays your benefit, 

though limits apply. And, if you’re owed a pension, PBGC is  
probably trying to find you. You can contact the agency  

for more information at www.pbgc.gov.

IRA

An annuity is a  
regular, monthly  
payment, usually  
for your lifetime

Periodic withdrawals 
occur on a schedule 
you establish with 
your plan provider. 
It might be monthly, 
but could be just 
once a year.

A lump sum is a  
cash payment of  
the money in your 
retirement account

An IRA rollover is a 
lump sum payment 
deposited into an  
IRA account. You  
can either deposit  
it yourself or ask  
your employer to  
do it directly

•  Option of spreading the 
payments out over your 
spouse’s lifetime as well as
your own

•  Peace of mind in knowing 
you will have a steady flow
of income

•  Fixed annuities not indexed for inflation, which means that
your fixed income will buy less as time goes by. Variable 
annuities are designed to reflect market performance but 
produce less predictable returns

•  Income tax due on the amount you get each year
•  In most cases, an annuity choice is irrevocable and you can’t 

increase your payment or take a lump sum after payments begin
•  Plans could be terminated, leaving you with less than you

expected or nothing at all

•  Maximum flexibility in
taking income

•  May permit reallocations 
in your investment portfolio

•  Fees may be lower than
with some alternatives

•  No assurance of lifetime income
•  Account value subject to market fluctuations
•  Potential temptation to withdraw too quickly
•  May have to assume responsibility for

ensuring you take RMDs
•  Income taxes due on amount withdrawn each year

•  Control over investing 
and gifting your assets

•  Not dependent on 
employer’s financial health

•  Tax due immediately on full amount of payout
•  Possibility of spending too much too quickly
•  Vulnerable to making poor investment decisions
•  No assurance of lifetime income
•  Might leave yourself or spouse without funds if assets

are exhausted

•  Money continues to be
tax deferred

•  Allows you to invest as 
you want and take money
as you need it

•  Allows you to postpone 
withdrawals and continue
to build your asset base

•  Depending on your tax rate, you may pay more tax over
time than you might have paid on the lump sum

•  Annual withdrawals required from tax-deferred accounts
when you reach 70½

•  Unless transfer made directly by employer, 20% of amount 
is withheld and must be deposited from other sources to avoid
being taxed as a withdrawal

•  RMDs after 70½ from tax-deferred IRAs

Important Retirement ChoicesA Close Look At Some
  What is it Advantages DrawbacksType

January

PERIODIC
WITHDRAWALS
PERIODIC
WITHDRAWALS

IRA
ROLLOVER
IRA
ROLLOVER

LUMP SUMLUMP SUM

PENSION
ANNUITY
PENSION
ANNUITY

Payout Choices
Understanding the small print helps you balance the pros 
and cons of payout options.
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If you die 
before the term 
is up

If you live beyond the term, you  
continue to receive payments 
for as long as you live

your beneficiaries 
continue to 
receive payments

With a Period Certain 
Payout

When isn’t a joint and survivor policy 
the wiser decision? Among the factors 
to consider are how much income each 
of you has from other sources and how 
healthy you are. For example, if you 
own an annuity and your spouse has 
a good defined benefit plan, taking a 
single life annuity might make sense. 
It would provide more income than 
a joint and survivor payout, and your 
spouse is already guaranteed lifetime 
income. Similarly, if your spouse is ill, 
and unlikely to outlive you, a single life 
annuity might be the wiser choice.

Should you choose a life annuity  
that guarantees a certain number of  
payments? One reason people give for 
choosing not to annuitize is that they’re 
afraid if they die shortly after they begin 
receiving payments, they will forfeit a 
large portion of the amount they spent 
to purchase the annuity. To avoid that 
situation, some people choose a period 
certain payout guaranteeing that they 
or their beneficiaries will receive income 
for at least a minimum period, typically 
5, 10, or 20 years.

You can choose a period certain  
payout whether you take a single life  
or joint and survivor option. Although 
the guarantee reduces the amount you 
get somewhat, its appeal is that it  
provides added peace of mind.

If using annuity payments to provide 
lifetime income is the strategy that seems 
to make the most sense to you, you 
can select a payout plan that suits your 
individual situation. The alternatives 

you’ll want to consider include whether 
the income should last for one lifetime 
or two and whether you should include 
a period certain to guarantee at least a 
minimum number of payments.

THE FIXED ALTERNATIVE
There are circumstances when knowing 
exactly what you can count on each  
month may seem more appealing than  
the potential for growth.

You can get fixed income from your 
variable annuity by using either part 
or all of the accumulated value of your 
contract. The way it works is that the 
assets in your investment accounts  
are liquidated and deposited into the 

annuity provider’s general account. 
The company then takes on the  
responsibility for making regular 
income payments.

With some contracts, you may  
also be able to choose a fixed payout 
that increases in increments of 1%, 2%, 
or 3%, reflecting increases in the cost of 
living. With this feature, your payments 
may initially be smaller than if you had 
not chosen increasing payments.

I N F L U E N C I N G F A C T O R S

How much income should the  
survivor receive? The follow-up decision 
to choosing a joint and survivor payout is what 
percentage of the income that you receive while 
you’re both alive should be paid to the surviving 
partner. There are usually several choices, with 
the least being 50% and the most 100%.

The decision involves trade-offs, as so  
many things do. If the surviving partner gets 
100% of the income, the amount you get while 
you are both alive will be less. But the goal in 
choosing that alternative is that the survivor  
will have as much income as he or she needs.

On the other hand, a variable annuity  
paying the survivor 50% may provide sufficient 
income, since the living expenses of one person 
should be less than for two. Additionally, the  
variable annuity paying the survivor 50% may 
be able to provide enough growth to make up 
the difference over time if the investment funds 
you’ve chosen produce strong returns. 

In one hypothetical example, a surviving 
spouse might receive an initial 50% payment  
of $228 following the annuitant’s death.  
Some years later, the amount might climb  
back to $414, only $42 less than they had  
been receiving together. Of course, there is the 
equivalent potential for payments to decrease  
if the investment funds you’ve chosen do not 
produce strong returns.

Should the payout be life only or  
joint and survivor? For many people, 
wanting to provide lifelong income for 
a spouse or other person is the driving 
force in choosing a joint and survivor  
payout. Each individual payment 
amount is less than with a single life 
annuity, but the total over two lifetimes 
can be more, sometimes much more.

What percentage should the survivor get?

How long will you get the money?Who will receive the money?

OR

OROR

50% 100%

Should you take a payout that  
guarantees life income? You may 
choose a guaranteed lifetime with-
drawal benefit (GLWB) rider that 
promises you can take lifetime income 
based on what’s known as your income 
base or total withdrawal base and your  
age when you start taking the income.  
For example, if you’re 75 and have a  
single life rider, you might be able to  
withdraw 5% of your income base each 
year, depending on the contract issuer. 

There’s the potential for added  
income if your investment account—
which is different from your income 
withdrawal base—increases in value 
because investment markets go up. But 
there’s also the assurance of at least the 
minimum withdrawal if the investment 
account value goes down—provided 
you don’t withdraw more in any year 
from your investment account than the 
maximum percentage your contract sets. 

Complexity and cost, which can 
equal or exceed the fees you’re already 
paying for your variable annuity, are the 
two chief drawbacks of this approach.

FIXED TERM PAYOUTS
If you want to receive more income  
each month than annuitization would  
provide, and won’t be dependent on  
annuity income to cover long-term 
expenses, you may want to choose a  
fixed-term payout, such as ten years.  
When you select this option, you may  
also have the opportunity to commute, 
or cash in, your annuity for a lump sum 
rather than stretch out the income.

Choosing an Annuity Payout
You can control the flow of retirement income.

JOINT AND SURVIVOR SINGLE LIFE PERIOD CERTAIN LIFETIME
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STOCK DISTRIBUTIONS
If you purchased company stock through 
a 401(k) or other employer plan or if your 
employer contributed stock to your account, 
you may want to take the stock as a lump-
sum distribution instead of rolling it into an 
IRA along with other plan assets. 

You’ll owe income tax on your cost 
basis, or the value of the stock when it was 
added to your account. But no tax is due on 
any increase in value until you sell. Then any 
profit is taxed at your long-term capital gains 
rate. That’s lower than the rate you’d pay if you 
sold the shares within an IRA and withdrew 
the proceeds. In addition, if you’re planning to 
leave assets to your heirs, there may be some 
advantage to your owning the stock outright 
rather than in an IRA. 

But whether this approach is the best  
for you depends on several complex factors. 
It’s essential to get professional advice.

HOW LUMP SUM  
PAYOUTS WORK
Some but not all employer 
plans permit lump-sum 
distributions from a 
defined benefit plan. In 
that case, your employer 
figures out how much the 
plan would have paid you 
as an annuity over your 
projected lifespan and then 
calculates how much the 
pension fund could have earned on that 
amount during the years of your payout. 
Your lump sum share is what you would 
have been entitled to, reduced by a factor 
of the projected earnings known as the 
discount rate. 

In contrast, if you take a lump-sum 
payout from your defined contribution 
plan, such as a 401(k) or a 403(b),  
and you’re vested in the plan, you are 
entitled to the total account value, 
minus any outstanding loans.

Your plan description will explain  
the process your employer will follow  
to transfer assets. One approach is to  
liquidate the assets and transfer the 
money either to you or directly to an 
IRA. Another is to make an in-kind 
transfer. In that case, stocks, ETFs, 
mutual funds or other assets you  
hold in your plan account are moved 
directly to the custodian of your IRA. 

While transfers can be the easiest 
solution, saving both the time and  
any potential costs of selling and  
replacing the asset, it may not always 
be possible. That’s especially true if the 
investments you hold in your plan are 
proprietary mutual funds from the  
plan provider.

Moving assets out of your employer’s pension or retirement 
savings plan may be a smart decision—or just the opposite. 
On the plus side, you may have more control over the way 
you invest your assets and more flexibility in the way you take 
income. But, if the investment options in the plan are strong 
and the fees are low, you may find that, by severing your  
ties to the plan, you must assume more responsibility for 
managing your account at the same time you’re spending 
more to maintain it. Remember, too, that assets in 
employer plans and IRAs are protected against  
claims by your creditors, but distributions  
from those accounts are not.

MOVING TO AN IRA ROLLOVER
You can move the money from your 
retirement account to an IRA in two ways:

•  You can get a check for the money, in
a lump sum payout, and deposit the 
full amount in the IRA within 60 days

•  You can have the money transferred 
directly to the custodian of your 
new or existing IRA

The advantage of taking the cash is
that you can use the money for 60 days 
before the rollover deadline. That flex-
ibility can be outweighed by the fact that 
your employer must withhold 20% of 
the amount for federal income tax before 
giving you the rest, to cover what you’ll 
owe if you don’t complete the rollover. 
This means you have to come up with 

money from other sources so you 
can put the full amount in your 

IRA. Any amounts you 
don’t deposit within the 
time limit are considered 
withdrawals and are taxed 
at your regular rate. If 
you’re younger than 591⁄2, 
you may also owe a 10% 
tax penalty in addition. 
The exception is if you’re 
over 55 and have stopped 
working. Then the penalty 
may be waived.

When the money is transferred 
directly, nothing is withheld, and you 
don’t have to worry about missing the 
60-day deadline. That makes it the
method of choice for many people.
It can also reduce any temptation to
spend the money.

COMPARING EARNINGS
Unless you plan to spend the bulk of your 
retirement payout right away—a decision  
you’ll want to weigh carefully unless 
you have other sources of retirement 
income—you have the opportunity to 
roll over the account value into either a 
traditional or Roth IRA. If you choose the 
traditional account, no tax is due on the 
amount you move. You can either make 
the transfer into an existing IRA or open 
one or more new ones, either to make 
different types of investments or to name 
different beneficiaries for each account. 

Or, if you prefer, you can pay the 
income tax that’s due and convert the bal-
ance to a Roth IRA. There is no income 
cap limiting who is eligible to covert plan 
assets to a rollover Roth IRA, as there is 
limiting contributions to a Roth IRA. 

Or, if you’ve participated in a Roth 
401(k) or 403(b), you can simply roll 
over those assets to a Roth IRA. A big 
difference between remaining in the 
Roth 401(k) or 403(b) and rolling over 
is that distributions are required from an 
employer plan even though the distribu-
tions aren’t taxed if your account has been 
open five years and you’re at least 59½. 
That’s not the case when you convert. No 
withdrawals are required in your lifetime. 

INVESTING A LUMP SUM
One challenge in investing a lump sum 
payment is how to put your assets to work 
without feeling that you’re rushing or 
making snap decisions. It is true that the 
sooner you invest, the more potential your 
principal has to grow. But that advantage 
can disappear if you haven’t developed a 
strategy for building a diversified portfolio 
and selecting appropriate investments.

One approach, if you aren’t planning 
to begin taking income from the account 
in the next few years, is to purchase stocks 
and bonds, either directly or through 
exchange traded funds (ETFs), mutual 
funds, managed accounts, or other  
investments for a combination of  
current income and long-term growth. 

If some investments grow in value,  
you can gradually sell them and reinvest 
for income or capital preservation. You’ll 
owe tax on any profit at your long-term 
capital gains rate, which is lower than the 
rate on income from a tax-deferred plan. 

These investments might include divi-
dend-paying stocks, tax-exempt municipal 
bonds, Treasury issues, highly rated cor-
porate bonds or bond funds, and publicly 
traded REITs or limited partnerships. 
Your choices depend on your appetite for 
risk and your financial situation.

Cash or IRA?
You can end your ties to your employer’s plan 
by taking your money out.
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ADVANTAGES

•  Can use money
immediately

•  Can invest to take
advantage of lower  
long-term capital  
gains rate

DRAWBACKS

•  Easy to spend too fast
•  Taxes due immediately
•  No guarantee of

lifetime income
•  Earnings on assets no

longer tax deferred

ADVANTAGES

•  Defer taxes until you
withdraw funds

•  Make investment deci-
sions at your own pace

•  Eligible for tax-deferred
growth

DRAWBACKS

•  May pay more taxes in
the long run

•  No guarantee of
lifetime income

•  Must begin withdrawals
by 70½ 

CASH  
DISTRIBUTION

IRA  
ROLLOVER
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DOING THE MATH
The IRS provides a uniform lifetime  
table to help you determine your required 
minimum distribution (RMD), or 
the annual amount you must withdraw each 
year after you turn 70½. This method makes 
figuring the amount you must take relatively 
simple. If your spouse is your beneficiary and 
more than ten years younger than you, you  
use a different table and take smaller RMDs. 

Calculating your RMD is easy. You simply 
divide the value of your IRA at the end of  
the year prior to the year for which you are 
taking the RMD by the distribution period, 
which is determined by your age. 

There’s no penalty for withdrawing at a 
faster rate than is required. But the more you 
take out, the more tax you’ll owe. The other 
consequence could be reducing the principal 
on which future earnings may accumulate  
especially if you withdraw at a higher rate 
than the return you realize on the account.

You can get  
Publication 590 and 

other tax information  
on the IRS website at  

       www.irs.gov or by calling:

1-800-TAX-FORM

REQUIRED MINIMUM  
DISTRIBUTION FOR A 
$100,000 IRA

Age Distribution period

70 27.4

$100,000 
=   $3,650 RMD

27.4

Age Distribution period
75 22.9

$100,000 
=   $4,367 RMD

22.9

CAUTION

IRAWITHDRAWAL

IRA

IRA

IRA 

IRA

AVOID TAX  
PENALTIES
You’ll owe extra  
tax for with- 
drawing too little.

GETTING THE  
NUMBERS WRONG
If you miscalculate the amount  
you must withdraw and take too 
little, you’ll get socked with a  
50% tax penalty on the additional 
amount you should have taken and 
didn’t. That’s true even if it was an 
honest mistake—unless you can 
prove to the IRS that it was a  
reasonable error. 

If you take large withdrawals,  
of course, you pay more tax than  
you might have otherwise, and  
you’ll deplete your account faster. 
But there aren’t tax penalties  
for that.

ADD UP  
YOUR IRAs
Required with- 
drawals at 70½  
are based on the 
total value of all  
your accounts.

SETTING THE AMOUNT
Between ages 59½ and 70½, you 
may take as much or as little as  
you wish from your IRAs each year 
without a 10% tax penalty. After you 
reach 70½, you must take at least the 
required minimum each year from 
tax-deferred IRAs. You find that 
amount by dividing your account 
value by a distribution period based 
on your life expectancy.

You can take the entire with-
drawal from just one IRA at a 
time, even if you have several. One 
advantage is that you can postpone 
withdrawing from accounts that  
may be growing at a faster rate. 

FIGURE  
YOUR  
WITHDRAWAL  
AMOUNT
You don’t want your  
account to provide too 
little money or run out too quickly.

GETTING THE RIGHT  
NUMBERS
If you have $250,000 in your IRA, 
and you have a distribution period 
of 20.3 years, you need to withdraw 
$12,315.27. You can use the formula 
below to figure out the size of the 
withdrawal you have to make:

Account Required
balance  =  minimum

      Distribution period  distribution 

$250,000 
=  $12,315.27

20.3

DECIDE ON  
A SOURCE
You have to decide 
which investments  
to sell or with- 
draw from.

FINDING THE CASH
Figuring out how much you must 
withdraw each year is only part of 
your task. You also have to decide 
how to get at it. You might want to 
include a money market account 
or fund in your IRA into which 
dividends, interest, mutual fund 
distributions, and the proceeds of 
any investments you sell are paid. 
Those amounts should cover some 
and may cover all of your annual 
RMD. You can think of it as the 
equivalent of an emergency fund.

Planning ahead in this way 
should prevent having to sell stock 
or bonds when the market price is 
down or take money out of a CD 
before the term has expired.

During your working life you may 
have participated in several employer 
plans and opened a number of IRAs. 
Knowing where those accounts are and 
what they’re worth takes on even greater 
urgency as you turn 70½ and must 
begin required minimum distributions 
(RMDs) from tax-deferred accounts. 
(Distribution is the official term for what 
are more commonly known as with- 
drawals that you take from these plans.)

Consolidating your IRA accounts 
with a single custodian may be a smart 
move. It may save you money if you’re 
paying annual account maintenance fees 
to different custodians. More important, 
it means that all the information you 
need on your account values and the 
way those accounts are invested is con-
tained in one consolidated statement. 

What consolidation doesn’t mean  
is that all the IRAs are collapsed into  
a single account. In fact, you can’t  
combine a tax-free Roth IRA and a  
tax-deferred IRA into a single account 
unless you convert everything to Roth 

status. Rollover IRAs are generally held 
separately from IRAs to which you’ve 
made annual contributions. And, if 
you’ve made both deductible and nonde-
ductible IRA contributions, you’ll want 
to be sure to keep records of the amounts 
in each category since you’ll need them 
to figure the income tax you owe.

FOLLOWING THE RULES
In many ways, taking money out of  
several IRAs is easier than taking money 
out of several 401(k)s, 403(b)s, or similar 
accounts. That’s because, with IRAs,  
you can calculate the total you must  
withdraw for the year, based on the  
combined value of all of the IRAs, and 
take it from a single account if you wish. 
With multiple 401(k)s, you must take  
the correct amount from each account.

However, if you have made both 
deductible and nondeductible contribu-
tions over your career, you must treat 
withdrawals as if they came from all your 
IRAs proportionally even if you have 
always kept the accounts separate.

Taking Required Minimums
When the time comes, you must start withdrawing the 
money you’ve accumulated.

for example
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REBALANCING ACT
If one asset class outperforms others for a  
year or two, your investments in that class 
may make up a larger percentage of your 
portfolio than you had planned. It can be 
smart to take some profits and invest the  
proceeds in the lagging class.

ESCAPE CLAUSES
Systematic withdrawals, unlike lifetime  
annuity payments, can be modified or  
discontinued at any time if your needs  
change or you rethink your approach to  
meeting withdrawal requirements or  
providing the income you need. This  
makes it easier, for example, to increase  
withdrawals to adjust for inflation.

You can take income as you need it. 
If you’ve got other regular sources of  
income, you can withdraw from your  
IRA when you need extra cash—to pay 
quarterly bills such as insurance or  
estimated taxes, for example, to make 
gifts, take trips, or meet extraordinary 
medical expenses.

The potential drawbacks of this 
approach can be either not taking 
enough to satisfy the required distri-
bution or dipping too far into your 
principal too soon, which could put 
your future financial security at risk.

TIME TO REALLOCATE?
If your investment portfolio is essential to 
your retirement security, it’s more impor-
tant than ever to seek the highest potential 
return at an acceptable level of risk.

An analytical tool called a Monte 
Carlo simulation projects the outcomes 
of various asset allocations by account-
ing for multiple combinations of factors 
that affect investment performance,  
such as interest rates or inflation. The  
goal is to identify those allocations with 

the strongest likelihood of providing 
the return you need.

Monte Carlo modeling isn’t some-
thing that you can do on your own.  
But working with a qualified financial 
professional or enrolling with a highly 
regarded online provider of portfolio 
analysis may be a cost that pays for itself.

You can set up a regular schedule. 
If your retirement savings income is  
an essential part of your living expenses, 
you may find it easier to manage your 
cash flow by taking a regular amount  
on a regular schedule, as if you were 
earning a salary. One appeal of system-
atic withdrawals is that you don’t risk 
forgetting to withdraw, or have to  
liquidate your assets in a rush to meet 
the minimum withdrawal for the year.

You can work with your financial 
professional to set up a long-term  
liquidation plan or to decide which 
assets to liquidate at a particular time.

If you’re selling off equity assets each 
month to provide income, you may have 
to sell more shares in some months and 
fewer in others—a kind of dollar cost 
averaging in reverse. For example, if 
your stock mutual fund’s net asset value 
(NAV) is $25, you’d have to sell 100 
shares to produce $2,500 in income.  
If the NAV rises to $30, you’d have to 
sell just 831⁄3 shares, and if it drops to 
$20, you’d have to sell 125 shares.

that case, you receive a regular monthly 
payment that’s usually a fixed percentage 
of your account value and ensures you’ll 
withdraw at least the required minimum 
and perhaps some principal.

You can take a lump sum.
Once you calculate the amount you 
must withdraw for the year, you can  
take it at any time by liquidating assets 
in your traditional IRAs and moving  
the money to your regular checking or 
savings account.

For example, if your equity invest-
ments increase dramatically in value in a 
stock market rally, you might decide to 
sell enough shares to equal the amount 
you must take for the year. While there’s 
no way to time the market so that you 
always sell at the very top, the only way 
you can be forced to sell at the bottom  
is if you wait until the last few days of 
the year and prices drop.

On the other hand, one advantage of 
waiting until the end of the year is that 
you can pick up an additional 12 months 
of tax-deferred earnings. If your invest-
ment returns are strong during the year, 
your account value can get a big boost.

Before you start taking withdrawals 
from your tax-deferred accounts, you 
need a plan for how much to take and 
when to take it, to be sure that you are: 
•  Providing enough income to meet

your financial needs
•  Continuing to take advantage of

tax- deferred growth
•  Withdrawing the required minimum

after you turn 70½

DIFFERENT PATHS  
TO CASH
If you’ve accumulated  
a substantial IRA with 
regular contributions 
or have transferred 
other retirement plan 
payouts into a rollover 
IRA, you’ll want to 
consider the big picture 
before planning your 
withdrawals. One issue 
is deciding which 
accounts to draw  
on first. Another  
is selecting the way 
the money moves  
from the IRA into  
your hands—or your 
checking account. 

If you have just one 
IRA, the issue is choosing  
which investments to sell if you must 
liquidate assets to have enough cash to 
withdraw. Generally the least attractive 
alternative is having to lock in a loss.

If you’ve set up a number of IRAs  
to allow you to make different types of 
investments, to keep rollover IRAs sepa-
rate from IRAs holding earned income 
contributions, or to name different  
people as beneficiaries, the choice may  
be complicated by conflicting goals. 

You’ll have to decide what’s most 
important to you. It may be holding 
onto growth investments for as long as 
possible. It may be keeping the account 
values of IRAs with different beneficiaries 
as parallel as you can. Some goals may be 
mutually exclusive in any given year. 

The actual withdrawal may be taken 
as a lump sum at any point during the 
year, at any time you need money, or 
by setting up a systematic withdrawal 
program with your IRA custodian. In 

Three Ways to W ithdraw

Regular
schedule?
Regular
schedule?

As you
need it?
As you
need it?Lump sum?Lump sum?

Managing Withdrawals
Somewhere between a withdrawal that’s too large and 
one that’s too small is one that’s just right.
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A HYPOTHETICAL PLAN
There’s no way to protect yourself  
completely from volatility in the equity 
markets without risking slow death by  
inflation. But there may be ways to  
produce a stream of income while  
maintaining some long-term growth.

One possible approach, which you 
might consider, is to think about your 
retirement as a series of three ten-year 
periods. To provide the income you 
need for each of those periods, divide 
your total account value into thirds.

Invest one-third in secure fixed-
income investments, such as an annuity 
with a ten-year, fixed-term payout 
period or a series of bonds with 
staggered maturity dates—a 
ladder—designed so that 
one bond matures each  
year over the ten years. 
Spend the income these 

The federal government is explicit about 
how much you must take from your  
tax-deferred employer plans and IRAs 
each year after you turn 70½. What's 
not as clear is how much you should 
take each year to have enough to live the 
way you want while making sure that 
your assets will last as long as you do. 

One guideline is that you should 
withdraw no more than 3% to 4% of 
your accumulated retirement assets in 
the first year you’re retired, increasing  
the withdrawal by the inflation rate in 
each subsequent year. So, for example, 
if you withdrew 3.5% of $500,000,  
or $17,500 in year one, and the  
inflation rate was 2%, you’d take  
$17,850 in the second year.

Limiting withdrawals from 
retirement plans means that you 
must be able to draw on other 
sources of income to meet your 
living expenses and cover  
unexpected costs. But you  
also have the flexibility to  
make modifications to your  
strategy when necessary.

KEEPING IT UP
The rate of return you 
achieve on your retirement 
assets while you’re con-
tributing is a key factor in 
determining the long-term 
value of your account.  
It’s no surprise that an 
average annual return of 
6% produces a substan-
tially larger account value 
than a return of 4%. And 
as retirement years stretch 
out, it’s equally important 
to achieve a strong return 
on the money that remains 
in your accounts.

That’s one of the reasons 
many retirement advisers  
stress the importance of holding  
equities—including stocks, ETFs, and 
stock mutual funds—in your retirement 
accounts much later into retirement than 
has traditionally been recommended. In 
the past, advisers often suggested that 
you allocate a percentage of your port-
folio equal to your age to fixed-income 
investments. In other words, if you were 

65, then 65% of your holdings would be 
in bonds and similar investments. But 
you’re increasingly apt to hear that, at 65, 
up to 50% or more of your investment 
portfolio should still be in equities.

The shift to a higher equity allocation 
is to allow you, when you begin with-
drawing, to take as much as you’re 
required to take, and perhaps more, 
without running out of money. The risk, 
of course, is that the equity markets can 

drop at any time, reducing the 
value of your account and the 
amount that you can afford to 
withdraw without reducing 
your principal.

ANTICIPATING THE INEVITABLE
While your required minimum dis-
tribution is based on life expectancy 
rather than stated as a percentage, what 
you withdraw is a percentage of your 
account value. For example, anyone 
who takes withdrawals with a distribu-
tion period of 22.9, which it is at 75, 

will have to take out 4.37% of his or 
her account value.

Each year, as your life expectancy 
decreases, the percentage of your 
account that you’re required to  
withdraw increases. If the account  
is not growing at least as fast as you’re 

investments produce. If you’ve created 
a bond ladder, you may need to with-
draw some or all of the principal of  
the maturing bond each year to meet 
your required minimum distribution 
requirement if you hold these assets  
in an IRA.

Invest the remaining two-thirds  
in equities and don’t withdraw that 
principal or the earnings it produces  
for ten years. If the market is strong  
for much of the period, and you  
manage your investments wisely, they 
have potential to grow significantly in 
value. And even if there are periods of 
slow growth or market declines, not 
having to liquidate those assets may  
give your portfolio enough time to 
recover and resume growth.

Then, when the first ten-year period 
ends, begin the cycle again.

Here’s a hypothetical example of 
this approach:

Suppose the value of your account 
when you begin is $300,000. You  
invest $100,000 in $10,000 bonds,  
one maturing each year for ten years, 
and the remaining $200,000 in equities, 
seeking an annualized return of 7% or 

better annually for ten years.
  When the 10-year period ends, 

you can follow the same approach 
once more, allocating a third 
of your assets to spending, 
and investing the rest.

But remember, there are  
no guarantees in investing.  
It’s smart to work with a  
financial adviser before you 
invest. And you must weigh 
the risks of losing money 
against potential returns.

taking money out, it will eventually  
run dry. That’s okay, provided you  
won’t need the income. But to offset 
these larger withdrawals, you might 
decide to invest at least some of your 
portfolio to realize higher returns at a 
level of risk you’re comfortable taking.

You need a plan for raking in 
 retirement income.
You need a plan for raking in 
 retirement income.

Withdrawals Have Their Limits
Rules tell you how much you must take in an RMD, 
but not how much you can, or should, take.
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WHEN THINGS CHANGE
It’s a good idea to review the beneficiaries 
you’ve named for each account annually and 
update if you’ve changed your mind. That 
becomes essential after a life-changing event 
like getting married or divorced, having a 
child, or experiencing a death in the family. 
Otherwise you risk having the assets tied up 
for an extended period if there’s a legal  
challenge to your designations.

You can make the changes to your  
beneficiaries at any time, at no cost. In fact, 
with some providers, you may be able to  
make the changes online.

ROLLING IT OVER
Among the primary reasons for rolling over 
employer plan assets to an IRA when you 
retire or leave your job is having greater  
flexibility in choosing beneficiaries and  
giving those beneficiaries more control  
over how they take money out of the  
account they inherit.

If you participate in an employer 
sponsored retirement plan, contribute 
to an IRA, or have rolled over retire-
ment plan assets to an IRA, you must 
name a beneficiary or beneficiaries for 
each account. Though these assets are 
considered part of your estate when it’s 
evaluated after your death, you can’t use 
a will or trust to gift a tax-deferred or 
tax-free account to someone else. 

The beneficiary or ben-
eficiaries you name can be 
the same as the person or 
people you name to inherit 
your other assets, though, 
with one exception, they 
don’t have to be. 

The exception is that the 
federal government requires 
you to name your spouse 
as primary beneficiary of 
your qualified employer 
plan unless he or she signs 
a notarized document that 
waives rights to your assets. 
There’s no comparable requirement for 
IRAs or annuities, even if the money has 
been rolled over from an employer plan. 

If you prefer, you can leave some or 
all of your retirement plan assets to a 
qualified charitable organization or to  
a trust you have established.

GETTING STARTED
Naming retirement account beneficia-
ries is usually a much simpler process 
than creating a will or trust. Usually it 
requires only your signature—though 

you’ll want to think carefully about 
what you want to accomplish. 

One thing to be prepared for is that 
some IRA providers require you to use 
their standard beneficiary designation 
forms and don’t let you substitute a cus-
tomized form that allows you to make 
decisions you prefer. That’s something to 
investigate before you choose a provider. 
Or it may become a reason to change 
providers as you review your estate plan. 

In most cases, you can name mul-
tiple beneficiaries for each retirement 
account. To do that, you assign a per-
centage of your retirement assets to  
each individual beneficiary you name, 
since it would be impossible to predict 
what the dollar value of your assets will 
be at the time of your death. Keep in 
mind, though, that when there are two 
or more beneficiaries, the amount of 
each person’s annual required minimum 
distribution (RMD) is determined by 
the age of the oldest of the beneficiaries. 
An alternative is to split a single IRA 
into as many separate IRAs as you  
name beneficiaries, so that each has 
more control over his or her RMD. 

In addition to naming a primary 
beneficiary or beneficiaries for each 
account, you may want to name a  
contingent beneficiary. That would 
ensure that a person you select would 
inherit the plan assets if your primary 
beneficiary were to die before with- 
drawing all the assets in your account. 

DECIDING WHO GETS WHAT
You may choose to leave all your retire-
ment assets to your spouse, who has 
the greatest flexibility in deciding how 
to handle the assets, including rolling 
them over to an IRA in his or her own 
name. But if your spouse has sufficient 
retirement savings, you might want to 
consider naming your children or your 
younger descendants, like grandchildren 
or great-grandchildren. Be sure to check 
with your legal and tax advisers about 
whether you need to be concerned about 
the generation-skipping tax (GST), 
which may result in additional taxes if 
you leave assets to people two or more 

generations younger than you are. 
An advantage of leaving retirement 

plan assets, IRAs in particular, to 
younger beneficiaries is that you have 
the unique opportunity to stretch  
your savings and their ability to  
accumulate tax-deferred earnings  
well beyond your lifetime. In fact,  
this approach is sometimes described  
as a stretch IRA strategy.

TAKING MONEY OUT
Your beneficiaries will  
usually have the choice of taking  
all the money out of your account by 
the end of the fifth year following the 
year of your death or taking annual 
RMDs. Rules for calculating RMDs vary 
depending on the identity of the benefi-
ciary and whether or not you had already 
begun taking your distributions. The 
value of the inherited IRA at the end of 
the calendar year preceding the year for 
which the distribution must be taken is 
always a factor, as is a life expectancy.  
But whose life expectancy depends on 

the circumstances. 
Since you’ll want  
your beneficiaries to 
get it right, let them 
know ahead of time  
to consult their tax 
or legal adviser and read the relevant sec-
tions of IRS Publication 590, “Individual 
Retirement Arrangements (IRAs).” 

If the inherited IRA is a traditional 
tax-deferred account, your beneficiary 
owes taxes on the RMD, figured at the 
same rate as tax on his or her ordinary 
income. If it’s a Roth IRA, the RMD is 
required but tax free.

Employer
Plan

Retirement Account 
Beneficiaries 
Part of retirement planning includes deciding who should 
have your account assets after you’re gone.
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VARIABLE

TAXING MATTERS
One of the details of nonqualified annuity 
income is that part of each monthly payment 
is nontaxable because it represents return  
of your cost basis, or principal, rather  
than earnings. You paid tax on that amount 
before you used it to purchase the annuity  
and you’re not taxed twice.

If you take a lump-sum retirement  
benefit or have other cash assets to 
invest, you might consider an imme-
diate annuity. The purchase price is 
converted to income, which you begin 
to receive either right away or at some 
point within 13 months.

You choose the way you want the 
income to be paid by selecting among 
the alternatives the issuer offers. The 

payout might be over your lifetime—
known as a life annuity—or your 
lifetime and that of another person—
known as a joint and survivor annuity. 
You can also arrange for a guarantee 
period as part of either lifetime payment 
option so that a beneficiary you name 
will receive the payments for a specific 
number of years if you should die before 
that time is up. 

LONGEVITY ANNUITIES
In addition to an immediate annuity, 
you might want to investigate a  
longevity annuity. A key difference 
between them is that, with a longevity 
annuity, the income starts later, at an 
age you select but no later than 85. The 
promise of future income may make 
you more comfortable about spending 
money earlier in retirement. There are 
limitations as well as advantages to this 
approach, so you’ll want to explore  
this product in detail before purchase.

THE MONEY TO BUY
Since you buy an immediate 
annuity with a lump-sum  
payment, you do need  
cash on hand. But, in fact, 
suddenly having a lump  
sum may be the reason  
you consider an immediate 
annuity in the first place.

Suppose, for example, 
that you’ve just received 
a large inheritance, have 
realized a substantial profit 
from selling your business, 
or have the opportunity 
to take a lump-sum pay-
out from your retirement 
savings plan. If you’re 
uncertain about creating 
and managing a diversified 
investment portfolio or  
you recognize that you’d  
be more comfortable  
knowing you’ll have a 
steady stream of income 
that you can’t outlive, an 
annuity may be the answer.

You may also be able  
to convert a cash value  
life insurance policy that  
you no longer need to an  
immediate annuity and  
continue to defer income 
taxes. But you should  
consult your insurer to be 
sure the policy qualifies  
for conversion. 

ESTIMATING FIXED 
INCOME
The annuity provider  
determines the amount 
of monthly income you 
receive. It depends on:

•  The annuity principal,
or lump sum

•  The payment method
you choose

•  Your age and the age of the joint
annuitant, if any
However, it pays to comparison

shop, as different providers are likely 
to offer varying amounts of income  
even though the purchase price and  
payout terms are the same.

VARIABLE PAYOUTS
A variable immediate annuity combines 
the assurance of some regular income 
with the potential benefit of continuing  
participation in the equity markets 
though the investment alternatives 
offered through the contract. This  
means the income you receive may 
increase over time, keeping pace with  
or exceeding the impact of inflation. The 
catch is that your income may decrease  
if the performance of the investments  
you choose lags or the markets decline. 

At the time your payments begin, 
your account value is converted to a 
fixed number of annuity units, which 
remains constant as long as you receive 
income. Each new payment is calculated 
by multiplying that number of units 
times the annuity unit value. That value 
is determined by the net return of the 
investment alternatives you have chosen 
in relation to a benchmark rate. If the 
return is less than the benchmark your 
payment declines. But if it is greater than 
the benchmark, your payment increases. 

The chief advantage of a variable 
return is the potential for increased 
income over time. The drawbacks 
include the potential for reduced  
income and the fees associated with 
a variable contract.

FIXED IMMEDIATE ANNUITIES
A fixed immediate annuity guarantees 
you lifetime income by converting your 
retirement savings or other lump sum 
purchase to a stream of regular payments. 
This feature distinguishes annuities from 
other individual retirement plans, such  
as IRAs, which require you to make  
minimum withdrawals each year but 
don’t provide guaranteed lifetime income. 

The other advantage of a fixed immedi-
ate annuity is that you know exactly what 
will be coming in on whatever schedule 
you agree to when you purchase the  
contract. This makes it easier to budget 
for every day and extraordinary expenses.

The annuity company makes the  
decisions about how the premium you 
pay to buy the annuity is invested, a 
feature you may find appealing. The 
company also assumes the risk of  
producing enough income from its 
investment portfolio to meet its obliga-
tion to pay you. So before you select  
an annuity, you want to check how  
independent rating companies assess  
the issuing company’s financial strength. 

The company’s guarantee of lifetime 
income is only as good as its ability to pay.

One downside of fixed annuities is 
that the amount of income you receive 
usually doesn’t increase over time to  
keep pace with inflation. The longer you 
live, the smaller the percentage of your 
financial needs the annuity may cover. 

With some contracts, you may be 
able to accelerate your payments under 
certain circumstances. This means you 
can withdraw a lump sum amount after 
income payments begin rather than 
continue to receive regular payments. 
But changing your mind may be possible 
only with certain types of payout plans. 

In most cases, however, if you select 
a lifetime payout, you will not able to 
access your principal even if you need 
the money. This may be the most serious 
limitation for many prospective buyers 
who otherwise find the prospect of life-
time income appealing. One alternative 
is to use only a portion of your available 
cash to purchase an immediate annu-
ity, while investing the balance in more 
liquid assets.

Immediate Annuities
The name says it all: Immediate means right away.
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To insure Social Security’s integrity as 
a source of basic financial support after 
retirement, there are limits on what you 
can earn while collecting your payments 
before you reach full retirement age 
(FRA). Then you can earn as much as 
you want and still get your full benefit.

You can also collect your full 
benefit if you receive special 
payments after you retire 
that you actually earned 
beforehand. Typical examples 
include accumulated vacation 
pay, sales commissions,  
and deferred salary. Similar 
rules apply to some self-
employment income. 
According to Social Security, 
some people entitled to 
receive benefits postpone 
them unnecessarily because 
they expect this income.

WORKING PART-TIME
You may be thinking about 
working after retirement 
because you need the money 
to supplement what Social 
Security and other retirement 
benefits provide toward your 
basic living expenses, because 
you’d like the extra cash to 
spend on things you enjoy,  
or because you really  
like working. 

Part-time employment or 
consulting may be the answer. 
Many employers like to hire 
part-time workers because 
they may not have to provide 
health insurance, retirement 
plans, and other benefits. 
If you have health benefits 

You might also work as a consultant 
for your former employer, utilizing the 
skills you’ve spent a career developing. 
You’ll want to check, though, to be sure 
you’re eligible to work and collect your 
pension at the same time. A significant 
percentage of retired people also start 
their own businesses, sometimes in areas 
related to their previous employment.

You might also investigate a  
profession that makes you feel as if 
you’re using your knowledge and abili-
ties to benefit others, perhaps through 
tutoring, coaching, counseling, or  
something that’s important to you.

BENEFITS POSTPONED
If you’re younger than your FRA, col-
lecting benefits, and expect to earn more 
than the cap for your age, you must 
provide an earnings estimate by calling 
Social Security at 800-772-1213. The 
Social Security Administration (SSA) also 
uses what you earned the previous year to 
predict what you’ll earn in the next year.

If you expect to earn enough to have 
some benefit withheld, the number 
of benefit checks you receive will be 
reduced. Rather than receiving your first 
benefit payment of the year in January, 
it might be paid in May or August, or 
whenever, depending on your income.

CHANGING YOUR MIND
It is true that once you begin receiving 
your Social Security payments you’re 
locked into the base amount. But you 
can change your mind about getting the 
payments, pay back the total amount 
you’ve received, and start over again—at 
a higher base—later on.

Since 2011, you have the right to 
make this change just once after you 
begin to collect your benefit, and you 
must act within 12 months of receiving 
your initial benefit payment.

For example, if you retire and begin 
to receive benefits when you’re 62 but 
are offered a position that’s too good 
to turn down, you can stop your Social 
Security payments. As long as you repay 
any benefits you got, you can start again 
with a clean slate when you’re ready to 
quit working for good. Whatever you’ve 
earned in the period when you returned 
to work can increase the amount you’re 
eligible to receive. Your benefit will also 
be larger because you are older.

SPECIAL RULES
If you’re younger than full retirement age 
and retire in the middle of the year, you 
might have already exceeded the annual 
earnings limit. So in the year you retire, 
special rules apply. You can get the full 
benefit you’re entitled to in any month 
that you’re actually retired, no matter 
what you earned earlier in the year.

But once the Social Security  
payments start, you can’t earn more  
in a month than one-twelfth of the  
maximum annual earnings limit. If you 
go over that limit in any month, you 
lose the entire benefit for that month. 
But the next month you start over. 

WHAT RETIRED MEANS
When your income is from self- 
employment, defining retirement is  
a little tricky. The SSA uses the number 
of hours you spend working during a 
month as the measuring stick. If you 
work fewer than 15 hours, you’re  
considered retired. If you work more 
than 45 hours, you’re definitely not.  
And then there’s the gray area in 
between, when the quality of the work 
you do, as well as the time you spend 
doing it, has to be considered.

The rules are complex. The SSA 
encourages people in this situation to 
get in touch with a representative.

DOES IT PAY TO WORK?
It’s a judgment call. If the amount you earn is going to reduce 
your benefit significantly, it may not pay. In general, though,  
if your earnings are low enough to allow you to get any  
benefit while you’re working, you make out better taking 
what you’re entitled to. Because the limit is widely publicized, 
you can also set a work schedule that allows you to earn every 
penny you can without penalty—and no more.

Social 
Security says 
if you’re  
self-employed 
and work  
less than 
15 hours a 
month, you’re 
retired.

Social Security 
says if you’re  
self-employed  
and work over  
45 hours a month, 
you’re not retired.

THE LIMITS
If you’re receiving Social Security, there may be a fixed 
amount you can earn each year without losing some of your 
benefit. As a rule, the dollar amount goes up each year to 
reflect increases in the cost of living.

The dividing line is full retirement age (FRA), after which 
you can earn as much as you like without reduction in Social 
Security benefits. FRA is 66 for people born between 1943  
and 1954, and then increases each year for people born 
between 1955 and 1959, until it reaches 67 for people born  
in 1960 and later. 

THE CONSEQUENCES
The consequences of earning more than the limit is fewer 
checks from Social Security. Before you reach FRA, you lose  
$1 for every $2 over the limit, and the year you reach FRA  
you lose $1 for every $3 over the limit. However, the limits 
apply only to earned income, not pensions, annuities,  
investment earnings, or any government benefits.

However, you don’t forfeit the benefits that are withheld. 
They’re added to your base benefit at full retirement age, 
increasing the amount you receive then.

through your former employer, are 
insured through your spouse’s plan,  
or are eligible for Medicare, you  
don’t care about coverage at your  
post-retirement job. You may also  
find part-time positions that are open 
to people who can work during school 
hours, when students are in class.

Working After Retirement
There’s no law against working after you retire—but your 
benefits may be reduced.
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OTHER ASSETS
Property you own may also be a source of retire-
ment income, either because you can collect 
rent or royalties on your real or intellectual prop-
erty or because you can sell personal property 
for a substantial sum. Keep in mind that the 
income and any capital gains may be taxable.

There are ways to manage or provide 
retirement income in addition to drawing  
on your investments or continuing to 
work. If you find coordinating a variety of 
income sources is more complicated than 
you anticipated, you may want to consider 

INCOME WITH A PURPOSE
If you have assets you’d like to convert 
to a regular stream of income, you can 
create a charitable gift annuity by  
making an outright gift to a tax-exempt 
charitable organization that you would 
like to benefit—perhaps your alma 
mater or other educational institution,  
a museum, or an environmental group. 

Similar to immediate annuities, char-
itable gift annuities can be a convenient 
way to create and manage retirement 
income. You can start receiving a regular 
stream of income immediately, and it’s 
designed to last for your lifetime, or 
for your lifetime and the life of a joint 
annuitant. In contrast with immediate 
annuities, however, the money you  
use to buy a charitable annuity is a  
tax-deductible gift to the sponsoring 
institution. You can take the deduction 
the year you set up the annuity.

You’ll discover that almost all  
institutions that offer charitable  
annuities follow a uniform set of  
rules and offer the same rates of return. 
So one thing you don’t have to worry 
about is shopping for the best deal.

Those suggested maximum gift  
annuity rates are set by the American 
Council on Gift Annuities. In general, 

a charitable gift annuity. Or, if you find 
you’re regularly short of cash, you may 
want—or need—to consider additional 
income sources, including capitalizing on 
your equity in your home or borrowing 
against your life insurance policy. 

the older you are when you make  
your gift, the higher the rate at which 
your income is paid.

You can fund a charitable annuity 
with cash, or you can transfer stocks, 
bonds, funds, or real estate to the  
sponsoring organization. After you  
make your initial gift, the income  
you receive depends on several factors 
including your age, the value of your 
gift, and whether the income will cover 
one or two lives. Only part of your char-
itable income annuity is taxed, at the 
same rate you pay on ordinary income. 
The rest is tax-free return of principal. 

Keep in mind that charitable annuities  
generally have minimum funding require-
ments. That means you’ll probably need 
assets worth at least $50,000 to get 
started. And it’s no surprise that larger 
gifts have greater potential to generate 
more retirement income.

WHAT’S IN A HOME
If you own your home, you may be able 
to convert it to a source of retirement 
income in one of three ways:
•  Selling
•  Sharing the space
•  Taking a loan called a reverse

mortgage from a bank or other lender

SELLING OR SHARING
If selling your primary residence is some-
thing you’d consider, you might want to 
downsize to a smaller property, either near 

where you live now or in another, perhaps 
less expensive, location. When you scale 
back, you can reinvest gains from the  
sale in an income-generating account  
or annuity. It’s important to remember,  
however, that the ease and profitability  
of this approach largely depends on the  
housing market when you’re ready to sell. 

If you aren’t interested in selling  
your home, you might consider sharing 
it to reduce your expenses. There are a 
number of approaches. You might invite 
a close friend or family member to share 
the space and the costs. You might find 
renters for part of the house. While there 
are potential benefits to either of these 
arrangements, there are also potential 
drawbacks that you’ll want to consider 
seriously before you decide.

For example, dividing your home  
into two apartments may violate local 
zoning laws. 

REVERSE MORTGAGES
If you own your home and you’re 62  
or older, you’re probably eligible for a 
reverse mortgage, which allows you  
to borrow against your home equity. 
With a reverse mortgage, your lender 
establishes the amount you can borrow 
and provides a lump sum, a series of 
regular payments, or a line of credit. 

While reverse mortgages can supple-
ment retirement income, there are 
drawbacks to these loans. Over time, you 
gradually accumulate increasing debt. 
That amount, plus interest and fees, has 
to be repaid when you die or move out 
of your home. That usually means selling 
the property. You have other costs and 
responsibilities, such as regular upkeep 
of the property, too. They are among the 
reasons the law requires credit counseling 
before you can finalize a reverse mortgage. 

TAPPING LIFE INSURANCE
If your children are financially inde-
pendent and your mortgage is paid off, 
you might want to consider borrowing 
against your life insurance policy as a way 
to supplement your retirement income.

Over time, whole, or permanent,  
life insurance policies accumulate a cash 
value, against which you can borrow. 
When you borrow, however, the death 
benefit of your insurance policy is pro-
portionately reduced. To fully restore 
that benefit, you must repay the loan 
plus the interest that accrues. If you die 
while your loan is outstanding, the death 
benefit available to your beneficiaries will 
be reduced by the amount you owe. 

Most term life insurance policies have 
no cash value and can’t be a source of 
retirement income. The exception is a 
return of premium (ROP) policy. In that 
case, if you are alive when the policy ends 
you get back all the premiums you paid.

Other Income Sources
There are more approaches to creating retirement income 
than you might think.
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TAX TRIMMER

DON’T FORGET ABOUT  
ESTATE TAXES
As income tax rates have increased, the 
amount that’s exempt from federal estate  
tax has been increased. That may be welcome 
news if you have substantial wealth, as estate 
taxes are figured on the value of any assets 
that, at the time of your death, exceed the 
exempt amount. 

While the amount that’s exempt from  
tax changes from time to time, and you  
can’t predict what the law will be at the  
time you die, you can use a well-designed 
estate plan to provide as generously as  
possible for your heirs. It’s wise to consult  
an experienced professional to be sure  
you’ll achieve this goal.

Despite the major changes  
that retirement is likely to bring, 
you won’t be able to escape taxes 
entirely if you have income from 
a job, a pension, investments, 
or Social Security. The irony, of 
course, is that if you owe tax, it 
means you have a larger income 
and so may actually be more 
financially secure.

There are some tax breaks, 
though, after retirement. When 
you stop working, you stop pay-
ing taxes for Social Security and 
Medicare. That can add several 
thousand dollars to your bottom 
line. If you earn a pension in one 
state but move to another, you 
don’t have to pay taxes on the 
pension income to the state where 
you earned it. (But you will be a 
taxpayer in the state where you 
live.) When you reach 65, you 
may also qualify for a larger  
standard deduction when  
you file your federal  
tax return.

BRACKETS AND RATES
The amount of tax you owe on your 
regular income depends on your filing 
status, the rates at which various levels 
and types of income are taxed, and the 
tax bracket you’re in.

A tax rate is the percentage of tax 
paid on a certain level of income. There 
are seven US rates, and you pay the  
lowest rate on a base amount of income 
and then at increasingly higher rates 
each time your income passes another 
cut-off, or level. Those levels, or plateaus 
of income known as tax brackets, are set 
each year to reflect inflation.

For example, if your taxable income 
was high enough to cross three brackets, 
you’d pay tax at the 10% rate on income 
in the lowest bracket, at the 15% rate on 
income in the next bracket, and at the 
25% rate on the rest.

Your marginal tax rate is the highest 
rate at which you pay tax on any of your 
taxable income. In the example above, 
you’d be in the 25% bracket. Most  
people expect to be in a lower bracket 
after they retire because they expect their 
taxable income to be less.

EXTRA TAXES
You should be able to avoid taxes that 
are imposed as penalties, though it’s 
your job to comply with the regulations.

Withdrawals from retirement  
plans before you reach age 59½ may  
be subject to a 10% penalty in addition 
to income tax you owe. You can with-
draw certain amounts from IRAs 
without penalty to pay medical and 
higher education bills and up to 
$10,000 to buy a first home.

You can borrow from some retirement 
plans without penalty, as long as you  
pay the amount back within five years. 
But if you don’t repay, you may face the 
10% penalty as well as the taxes due.

There’s a 50% penalty due each year 
on any amount you 

should withdraw 
from your 
traditional 

IRA but fail 
to take after you 

turn 70½. There’s 
also a 6% annual 
penalty for excess 
IRA contributions 
in your account. 
Any contributions 
in the year you  

turn 70½ are also considered excess  
contributions and incur the penalty.

You might also owe a penalty if  
you do an indirect IRA rollover from a 
qualified plan. The plan will withhold 
20% of the total toward your tax bill. If 
you deposit the total amount including 
the 20% into an IRA, you can reclaim 
the 20% when you file your income  
tax return for the year. The problem is 
that you must put the total amount—
including the 20% you didn’t get—into 
the IRA. If you don’t deposit it all, even 
if it’s because you don’t have the money, 
the 20% is considered a withdrawal, so 
tax is due and poten tially a 10% early 
withdrawal penalty. You can avoid the 
problem by doing a direct rollover.

SOME INCOME IS TAX FREE
Just as you can minimize the tax you 
owe by choosing the way you take 
income, you can avoid tax altogether 
by making tax-exempt investments—
though you may be vulnerable to  
the alternative minimum tax (AMT).

You owe no federal tax on interest you 
earn on certain municipal bonds sold by 
state and local governments (and no state 
tax if you live in the state where the bond 
is issued). There’s no state or local tax on 
interest you earn on US Treasury bonds, 
notes, and bills. And if you wait to take 
money from a Roth IRA until you’re 
older than 59½ and the account has been 
open at least five years, you’ll owe no 
income tax on the amount you withdraw.

While you probably won’t be able  
to produce all the income you need  
from these sources—there are limits  
on what you can contribute to a Roth 
IRA and interest income is vulnerable 
to inflation—they can leave you with  
more income by eliminating taxes.

TAXING RULES
Most retirement income is taxed, based on the  
type of income it is. Here’s an overview of federal 
rules that apply:

Annuity income: A portion of each  
annuity payment is considered a return of  
principal and is not taxed unless it was  
purchased with pretax dollars. Earnings are  
taxed at your regular rate.

Capital gains: Profits from the sale  
of stock, mutual funds, your home, and many 
other equity investments are taxed at your  
long-term capital gains rate, provided you have 
held the investments for the required period.

Interest income is taxed at your regular 
rate. Dividends from qualifying stocks and 
mutual fund distributions of those dividends  
are taxed at your long-term capital gains rate.

IRA distributions: All earnings in a  
traditional IRA and any contribution for which 
you took a tax deduction are taxed at your  
regular rate when you withdraw the money. 
Withdrawals of nondeductible contributions  
you made are not subject to tax. Additionally, 
income from a Roth IRA is not taxed if you  
are at least 59½ and your account has  
been open five years or more.

Lump sum distributions from  
pensions, 401(k)s, and other salary-reduction 
plans are taxed at your regular rate.

Pension annuity income is taxed  
at your regular rate.

Rollovers from pensions, 401(k)s,  
and other salary reduction plans remain tax-
deferred until you make withdrawals.

Income tax on part 

of annuity income

Capital 
gains tax Tax on  

interest 
and  

dividends

Income tax on IRA  withdrawals

10% penalty 
on early with-drawals

Tax on lump sum  distribu-tion

Tax on  
pension 

annuity 
income

Taxes
Income taxes, like  
weeds, can be hard  
to get under control.
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Medicare, the federal health insurance 
plan for people 65 and over and those 
with certain disabilities, has made an 
enormous difference in the healthcare  
of an entire generation of Americans.

If you qualify for Social Security 
either because you made FICA contribu-
tions while you were working or you’re 
married to someone who did, you auto-
matically qualify for Medicare. And even 
if you weren’t part of the Social Security 
system, you may be eligible to purchase 
Medicare coverage for a monthly fee. You 
can call 800-633-4227 for information.

MAKING MEDICARE CHOICES
If you’re collecting Social Security  
benefits, you’re automatically enrolled 
in Medicare Parts A and B, though you 
have a choice of whether to keep Part B. 
If you enroll for Medicare before you 
apply for Social Security benefits, you 
must decide whether to sign up for Part B.

The second round of choices may be  
more complicated. Provided you’ve  
taken Part B coverage, you may be able to 
choose how you want to receive Medicare 
services, through Original Medicare or 
what is known as Medicare Advantage.

Original Medicare—the only Medicare 
plan that existed between 1967 and 
1997—is still the most popular choice, 
and the only option available in many parts 
of the country. It’s a fee-for-service plan 
that resembles traditional health insurance. 
You choose your own doctors, as long as 
they accept Medicare. Your bills are sub-
mitted to the plan and you’re responsible 
for deductibles and coinsurance.

Medicare Advantage plans are avail-
able in some places. These plans—known 
as Part C—include Parts A and B plus 
drug coverage (Part D). Your premium is 
larger than the Part B premium but more 
is covered. You usually must use the plan 
hospitals and doctors or pay more or 
all of the cost. Typically your costs are 
covered by your plan but there may be 
deductibles or copayments.

PAYING FOR MEDICARE
Medicare Part A is funded by the payroll 
withholding tax on the salaries of all work-
ing people and a matching amount from 
their employers. You don’t pay anything 
additional for the services you receive.

You pay for Part B by having the 
monthly premium deducted from your 
Social Security check if you get one. If not, 
you pay the premium directly. Participants 
whose adjusted gross income (AGI) 
exceeds levels the federal government sets 
pay higher monthly premiums than the 
premiums most people enrolled in Part B 
pay. Extra amounts are adjusted annually, 
as the premiums are in most years. 

If you sign up for prescription drug 
coverage available through private insurers, 
called Medicare Part D, those premiums 
can also be deducted or paid directly.

Part A provides hospitalization  
insurance for everyone who qualifies 
for or buys Medicare, as well as limited 
coverage for other in-patient care, such 
as skilled nursing home stays or skilled 
home healthcare. The care must be  
provided in the United States.

HOW TO ENROLL
If you start receiving Social Security  
before you’re 65, you’ll get your Medicare 
enrollment card in the mail. And if you apply  
to begin Social Security benefits when you  
turn 65, you can apply for Medicare at the 
same time.

But if you’re still working, or want to post- 
pone collecting Social Security because you 

don't yet qualify for your full retirement  
benefit, you’ve got to apply for Medicare on 
your own. If you apply after you’re initially  
eligible, you risk delays in coverage. More  
seriously, if you apply late for Part B or  
Part D coverage, you risk a permanent  
surcharge on your premium for each year  
that you were eligible but didn’t enroll.

If you miss the deadline, you have to wait until the next general  
enrollment period—January 1 to March 31 each year—to sign up. 

For example, if your 65th birthday was in April and you hadn’t  
applied by the end of July, you couldn’t enroll until the next January, 
and your coverage couldn’t begin until the following July.

The Seven-months Window

If you miss that deadline…

3 MONTHS AFTER3 MONTHS BEFORE

You can apply up to 
three months before 
your 65th birthday. If 
you do, your coverage 
begins the first day of 
the month you turn 65.

If you enroll in the month 
you turn 65, coverage 
begins on the first of the 
following month.

If you enroll within the 
next three months, there 
is a waiting period for 
coverage. Medicare doesn’t 
cover any of your Part B 
bills incurred before  
you’re enrolled.

J F M A M J J A S O N D

COVERAGE BEGINS General  
Enrollment

 JAN 1–MAR 31

ALWAYS AN EXCEPTION
The rules are different, though, if you’re  
still working at age 65 and have employer- 
provided insurance. Then you can delay  
applying for Parts B and D coverage until you 
need it, and your premium won’t be increased. 

You might find, however, that your employer 
encourages you to switch when you first 
become eligible. In fact, the company might 
even pick up the cost of the Part B premium, 
because it may cost less than covering you 
through the group policy. 

22.7%

THE  
MONTH  

OF YOUR 
65TH  

BIRTHDAY

A DOUBLE DEFENSE
 Medicare actually provides two insurance programs,  

Part A, which is standard, and Part B,  
which is optional.

TIME FRAMES
Part A coverage is measured in benefit periods. 
A benefit period begins the first day you are 
admitted to a hospital and ends when you’ve 
been out of the hospital or skilled nursing  
facility for 60 consecutive days. Each time a  
new benefit period begins, you’re responsible 
for the deductible, but there’s no limit on the 

number of benefit periods for which you  
are covered.

Part B coverage works on a calendar  
year basis. If you enroll in Original Medicare,  
you are responsible for the Part B deductible  
amount each year. Once you’ve paid the  
deductible, Medicare covers its share of your 
eligible medical expenses.

Part B is optional insurance that covers 
medical services, such as doctors’ bills, 
medical equipment, tests, and some  
preventative healthcare, such as  
vaccinations, colorectal and prostate  
cancer screening, mammograms, 
and Pap smears. But it doesn’t cover 
prescription drugs in most cases, or 
treatment outside the United States.

Medicare
One benefit of turning 65 is that you’re eligible for Medicare.
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PRIVATE
INSURER

 Part D 
Prescriptions

Deductibles

Copayments

Premiums

MEDICARE ADVANTAGE

ORIGINAL MEDICARE  FEE-FOR-
 SERVICE

 PLAN

Restricted
Managed

Care Ahead

MAKING CHANGES
Enrolling in Medicare requires a lot of deci-
sions in a relatively short period, especially 
if the health insurance you’ve had from your 
employer ends when you retire. You’ll be glad 
to know that, in most cases, you can change 
your mind about the decisions you’ve made.

You can switch between Original Medicare 
and a Medicare Advantage Plan, or the 
reverse, change your drug plan during the 
annual enrollment period that runs from 
October 15 to December 7, and change 
Medigap plans or providers. 

But rules apply, and it’s possible to get 
things wrong. The best source of information 
and help is Medicare itself.

PART B
What it helps cover:
Your doctor visits and services, hospital  
outpatient care, care in the home, and  
other services, such as

•  Introductory full physical exam
•  Lab tests
•  Durable equipment, such as walkers

and wheelchairs
•  Mental healthcare
•  Occupational and physical therapy
•  Preventive services, such as cancer

screenings, EKG screenings, and 
certain shots

What it doesn’t cover:
Some outpatient medical services aren’t  
covered by Part B, including

•  Dental and vision care
•  Cosmetic surgery
•  Hearing aids and exams
•  Many vaccinations
•  Heathcare outside of the United States

PART A
What it helps cover:
Care you receive as an inpatient in hospitals, 
hospices, and in some cases at home, such as

•  Semiprivate room
•  Meals
•  Skilled nursing
•  Hospital services
•  Blood transfusions
•  Inpatient care in a psychiatric facility

(190 days maximum in a lifetime)
•  Necessary, Medicare-approved 

professional home care as ordered
by a doctor

•  Hospice care for the terminally ill

What it doesn’t cover:
Some hospital-related or home healthcare 
services aren’t covered by Part A, including

•  Custodial care
•  Healthcare outside of the United States

When you enroll in Medicare, you’ll  
have to make a number of choices to 
ensure that you have access to the care 
you need at the best possible price. To 
evaluate the alternatives you’re eligible  
for, you can use the “Compare Health 
Plans and Medigap Policies in Your  

AN INDIVIDUAL PLAN
Medicare covers individuals,  
not families. Spouses who  
aren’t yet 65 must have their 
own health insurance until they 
are old enough to be eligible  
for Medicare. 

If you don’t have coverage 
though an employer and will 
turn 65 within a relatively  
limited period—such as less 
than a year—one option is  
to buy coverage through  
the Health Insurance Market- 
place. If you’ve lost your  
qualifying coverage, there’s a 
special enrollment period.

Area” or “Compare Medicare Prescription 
Drug Plans” on the Medicare website, 
www.medicare.gov. You can compare 
costs, coverage, plan quality, and patient 
satisfaction using a personalized  
search tool or registering for a 
MyMedicare.gov account. 

ORIGINAL MEDICARE
Here’s a snapshot of the hospital and medical costs that original Medicare helps 
cover. If you want the full details on what’s covered and what’s not, you can find 
that information at www.medicare.gov or by calling 800-MEDICARE (633-4227).

FILLING IN A GAP
Because Original Medicare Parts A and 
B don’t pay for all your healthcare costs, 
you may want to buy a Medigap policy  
to supplement your coverage and help 
pay the uncovered expenses, including 
your deductibles, copayments, and co- 
insurance. Some plan also cover services 
that Medicare doesn’t, including medical 
care outside the United States. 

You can choose among a number of 
plans, identified by letters of the alphabet, 
from a range of providers. Each plan offers 
a slightly different combination of ben-
efits, but all plans identified by the same 
letter offer identical coverage—except in 
Massachusetts, Minnesota, and Wisconsin. 
The premiums, however, vary based on the 
insurer, and some costs are never covered.

You can find more information on the 
various plans in “Choosing a Medigap 
Policy: A Guide to Health Insurance for 
People with Medicare,” a booklet you can 
download from the Medicare website or 
in “Medicare & You,” which you should 
receive in the mail each year. 

COORDINATED PAYMENTS
Your Medigap insurer may pay your 
healthcare provider directly rather than 
requiring you to be reimbursed for out-of-
pocket payments. To be eligible, you must 
use a provider who accepts assignment and 
is paid directly by Medicare. If you must 
be reimbursed, you may want to look for 
an insurer that offers automatic claims 
handling. This means you don’t have to 
complete and submit a separate claim.

PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
If you select Original Medicare and want 
coverage for prescription drugs, or Part D, 
you can join a Medicare Prescription Drug 
Plan. Private insurance companies run 
these plans, or PDPs, so the premiums, 
deductibles, copayments or coinsurance,  
and the drugs that are covered vary by 
plan—though each plan must meet 
Medicare’s basic requirements.

Most Part D plans have a coverage gap, 
sometimes called the doughnut hole, which 
means you’re responsible for part of the cost 
of your prescriptions when the total that 
you and your plan have spent is more than 
a certain level but less than a level that’s 
considered catastrophic. In 2017, those  
levels are $3,700 and $4,950. However, 
the gap is being gradually phased out as 
part of the Affordable Care Act of 2010. 

The ABC’s and D’s of Medicare
The different parts of Medicare provide different benefits 
at different costs.
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Asset allocation is an investment  
strategy designed to help you manage  
risk by dividing your investment port- 
folio among different asset classes on  
a percentage basis. The allocation  
model that you choose reflects your 
investment objectives, risk tolerance, 
and time frame. But asset allocation 
doesn’t guarantee a positive return  
or protect you from losses in a  
falling market. 
Beneficiary is the person or institution 
you name to inherit your retirement  
plan assets, insurance benefits, or  
annuity contracts, usually by making  
the designation on an official form.
Capital gains tax may be due when  
you sell taxable investments for more 
than you paid to buy them. The tax on 
long-term gains, which applies to the 
sale of investments you’ve owned more 
than a year, is calculated at a maximum 
rate of 15% for most taxpayers. 
Diversification is an investment strategy 
designed to help you manage risk. Using 
this strategy, you invest in a number of 
individual securities, or portfolios of 
securities, within each asset class rather 
than concentrating your principal in 
just a few investments or just one asset 
class. But diversification doesn’t guaran-
tee a positive return or protect you from 
losses in a falling market. 
Full retirement age (FRA) is the age at 
which you qualify to collect your full 
Social Security benefit. It is currently  
66 and 2 months and will increase to  
67 for people born in 1960 and later. 
Guaranteed lifetime income is money 
paid from a pension or an annuity over 
your lifetime, or the combined lifetimes 
of you and your joint annuitant. 
Immediate annuity is a contract you 
sign with an annuity provider and fund 
with a lump sum. In return, you receive 
income for life or a period you choose, 
in either fixed or variable payments. 
Fixed payments depend on the claims-
paying ability of the annuity provider. 
Investment income is interest or  
dividends that you earn on securities 
or other investments you own. Interest 
earnings are taxed at your regular rate 
and qualifying dividends at your long-
term capital gains rate, even if the 
earnings are reinvested. However, if  
the income is paid on investments  
in a tax-deferred account, taxes are  
postponed until you withdraw. With- 

drawals are taxed at the same rate as  
your ordinary income. 
Pension annuity pays you regular  
retirement income based on participa-
tion in your employer’s defined benefit 
plan. The amount you receive is calcu-
lated based on a formula described in  
the plan. Some defined contribution 
plans allow you to convert the assets  
you accumulate in the plan to a  
pension annuity.
Required minimum distribution (RMD) 
is the amount you must withdraw 
each year from an employer sponsored 
retirement savings plan or traditional 
individual IRA beginning when you  
turn 70½. If you’re still working, you 
may be able to postpone RMDs from 
your employer’s plan until the year  
you retire.
Return is what you get back on an 
investment, including income and any 
increase or decrease in value. To find  
percent return, you divide the return  
by the investment amount.
Rollover IRA is an IRA into which  
you move retirement assets you have 
accumulated in an employer sponsored 
plan. There is no annual cap on the 
amount you can transfer to this type of 
IRA. There is a potential tax penalty on 
withdrawals before you turn 59½ and 
RMDs are required from tax-deferred 
accounts after you turn 70½. 
Systematic withdrawal is a plan  
you establish to receive income from  
a managed account, mutual fund, or  
variable annuity on a regular basis  
over a period of years. Systematic  
withdrawals are flexible, so you can 
change the amount if you wish. But  
you aren’t guaranteed lifetime income.
Underlying investments are the  
securities or other assets owned by a  
managed account, mutual fund, or  
variable annuity. 
Vesting entitles you to the contributions 
your employer has made to a pension  
or retirement savings plan for you, 
including matching contributions to  
salary reduction plans. You become 
vested when you have been employed  
at that job for at least the minimum 
period the plan requires. Those limits  
are established by federal law.
Yield is the percentage of investment  
principal you earn in interest or  
dividends, usually figured on an  
annual basis.
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STOCK DISTRIBUTIONS

If you purchased company stock through 

a 401(k) or other employer plan or if your 

employer contributed stock to your account, 

you may want to take the stock as a lump-

sum distribution instead of rolling it into an 

IRA along with other plan assets. 

You’ll owe income tax on your cost 

basis, or the value of the stock when it was 

added to your account. But no tax is due on 

any increase in value until you sell. Then any 

profit is taxed at your long-term capital gains 

rate. That’s lower than the rate you’d pay if you 

sold the shares within an IRA and withdrew 

the proceeds. In addition, if you’re planning to 

leave assets to your heirs, there may be some 

advantage to your owning the stock outright 

rather than in an IRA. 
But whether this approach is the best 

for you depends on several complex factors. 

It’s essential to get professional advice.

HOW LUMP SUM PAYOUTS WORK

Some but not all employer plans permit lump-

sum distributions. If you can take a lump sum 

distribution from a defined benefit plan,  

your employer figures out how much 

you would get if the plan paid you an 

annuity over your projected 

lifespan, and then cal culates 

how much the pension 
fund could have earned on 

that amount during the 

years of your payout. Your 

lump sum share is what you 

would have been entitled to, 

reduced by a factor of the 

projected earnings known 

as the discount rate. 
If interest rates are 

high, your lump sum will be less than 

in a period of low interest as a result of 

the way the calculation is done. If your 

retirement date is flexible, you may 

want to wait if you think rates are going 

down. Once you have the lump sum, the 

responsibility for investing it to make it 

last through your retirement is yours. 

In contrast, if you take a lump sum 

payout from your defined contribution 

plan, the assets in the plan are sold  

and the cash, minus transaction costs, 

is yours. The amount that has been 

invested and the return those invest-

ments have provided determine the 

value of your account.
The current state of the investment 

markets matters here as well. In a flat  

or falling market, your payout will be 

less than in a growth phase. 

IT’S YOURS—NOW

You can take a lump sum distribution 

in cash—or perhaps more precisely by 

check. Or you can roll over the money 

into a rollover IRA. With a rollover, you 

preserve the tax-exempt status of your 

account. But if you take the cash, tax on 

the entire amount will be due for the year 

you took the money, plus a potential 10% 

tax penalty if you’re younger than 591⁄2.

Taking a lump-sum distribution from your employer’s pension or 

retirement savings plan may be a smart decision—or just the oppo-

site. On the plus side, you have more control over the way you invest 

your assets and more flexibility in the way you take income. But you 

take on added responsibility for making wise investment decisions 

and face the potential risk of spending too much too quickly.

MOVING TO AN IRA ROLLOVER

You can move the money from your 

retirement account to an IRA in two ways:

•  You can get a check for the money, in 

a lump sum payout, and deposit the 

full amount in the IRA within 60 days

•  You can have the money transferred 

directly to the custodian of your  

new IRA

The advantage of taking the cash is 

that you can use the money for 60 days 

before the rollover deadline. That flex-

ibility can be outweighed by the fact that 

your employer must withhold 20% of 

the amount for federal income tax before 

writing you a check, to cover what you’ll 

owe if you don’t complete the rollover. 

That means you have to come up with 

money from other sources so you 

can put the full amount in your 

IRA. Any amounts you 
don’t deposit within the 

time limit are considered 

withdrawals and are taxed 

at your regular rate. If 
you’re younger than 591⁄2, 

you may also owe a 10% 

tax penalty in addition. 
The exception is if you’re 

over 55 and have stopped 

working. Then the penalty 

may be waived.

When the money is transferred 

directly, nothing is withheld, and you 

don’t have to worry about missing the 

60-day deadline. That makes it the 

method of choice for many people. 

It can also reduce any temptation to 

spend the money.

COMPARING EARNINGS

Unless you plan to spend the bulk of your 

retirement payout right away—a decision 

you’ll want to weigh carefully unless 

you have other sources of retirement 

income—you have the opportunity to 

roll over the account value into either a 

traditional or Roth IRA. If you choose the 

traditional account, no tax is due on the 

amount you move. You can either make 

the transfer into an existing IRA or open 

one or more new ones, either to make 

different types of investments or to name 

different beneficiaries for each account. 

Or, if you prefer, you can pay the 

income tax that’s due and convert the bal-

ance to a Roth IRA. There is no income 

cap limiting who is eligible to covert plan 

assets to a rollover Roth IRA, as there is 

limiting contributions to a Roth IRA. 

Or, if you’ve participated in a Roth 

401(k) or 403(b), you can simply roll 

over those assets to a Roth IRA. A big 

difference between remaining in the 

Roth 401(k) or 403(b) and rolling over 

is that distributions are required from an 

employer plan even though the distribu-

tions aren’t taxed if your account has been 

open five years and you’re at least 59½. 

That’s not the case when you convert. No 

withdrawals are required in your lifetime. 

INVESTING A LUMP SUM

One challenge in investing a lump sum 

payment is how to put your assets to work 

without feeling that you’re rushing or 

making snap decisions. It is true that the 

sooner you invest, the more potential your 

principal has to grow. But that advantage 

can disappear if you haven’t developed a 

strategy for building a diversified portfolio 

and selecting appropriate investments.

One approach, if you aren’t planning 

to begin taking income from the invest-

ment in the next few years, is to purchase 

stocks and bonds, either directly or 

through exchange traded funds (ETFs), 

mutual funds, managed accounts, or  

other investments for a combination of 

current income and long-term growth. 

If some investments grow in value, 

you can gradually sell them and reinvest 

for income or capital preservation. You’ll 

owe tax on any profit at your long-term 

capital gains rate, which is lower than the 

rate on income from a tax-deferred plan. 

These investments might include tax- 

exempt municipal bonds, short- and inter-

mediate-term Treasury issues, highly rated 

corporate bonds or bond funds, and pub-

licly traded REITs or limited partnerships. 

Your choices depend on your appetite for 

risk and your financial situation.

Cash or IRA?
You can end your ties to your employer’s plan 

by taking your money out.
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